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Outline for today

• “DNA-Identification of strikes” - how the
project originated

• Methods for DNA-identification
• Results from DNA-identification
• Implications/Recommendations for

airports



How the project came about

• Approach from Qld airport December 2004
• Damage caused by unknown animal
• Only blood remains
• DNA analysis identified sample as a

Spectacled Flying-fox
• Led to joint ATSB grant between

Australian Museum and Museum Victoria
– Feasibility of extracting DNA from strike

samples
– DNA based identification



Wildlife forensics:
why/when is it useful?

• Tissue is unidentifiable
– Has been treated
– Has been mutilated (i.e. only blood etc remains)
– Has been filleted (i.e. commercially available

meat)
• Animal is not well-developed enough to

identify to species and there is no possibility
for hand raising (i.e. animal has been
destroyed)



Methods used for DNA-based
identification of wildlife

• DNA extraction
• DNA amplification

– Mitochondrial genes for species id



Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)

Cytochrome oxidase I

Cytochrome b



DNA sequencing



Methods used for DNA-based
identification of wildlife

• DNA extraction
• DNA amplification

– Mitochondrial genes for species id
• Comparison of ‘unknown’ DNA sequences

– National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) Genbank: Blast

– Consortium for the Barcode of Life (CBOL)
– Compare to vouchered material from AM

frozen tissue collection (~40,000 samples)
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A strike on take-off……



Tissue Collection Kit



 

Feather fragments received.

Blood sampled
using the sterile
swab provided
with the DNA
sampling kit.

Blood sampled using
the absorbent pad
provided with the
DNA sampling kit.

Samples collected from the field



•When collecting any biological sample:

•Always wear gloves (and other PPE available)
•Never touch your face etc while wearing gloves
•Never spray the sample to cause aerosols
•Double bag any biological material
•Double bag any contaminated PPE
•Dispose of any biological material/waste as
directed by EPA
•Thoroughly wash hands with soap and water
immediately after handling

Tissue Collection Kit



Results – DNA analysis of strike
samples

1) Strikes from 35 bird species, 5 bat species

2) >20% of strikes are by “High-risk” species
(majority bats)

3) With the exception of bats, the majority of
damaging strikes have been by “Non high-risk”
bird species

4) Highest number of strikes in Spring (yet to see
2007 numbers though)



Implications/Recommendations for airports

DNA-identification is a useful addition for
identifying strikes.

Some difficulties with identification of
uncommon species, particularly bats which are
not well described yet.

Limitations such as identifying ‘where’ the
individual came from

Avoid extended non-refrigerated storage to
ensure the best chance of a positive DNA
result.

Commercial DNA-identification can be
expensive. Useful for identification of
important/significant strikes?
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these aerodromes the original project would not
have been possible.


